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Lifestyles of the
Greek and famous
Campus fraternities reveal
information about
upcoming festivities and
dispel tumors often held
about Greek organizations

I Page 3
Heart attacks
need special care
North Carolina provides
an excellent example of
how to step up response
when it comes to
treating hoait attack

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Methane harvest
Landfill gases are being collected for energy
By Kate Snyder
Re|

"Methane is a worse greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide,"
said Kevin Maynard, director of
Public Utilities. If they don't collect it. "it's jus] going t<i be Irak
in); inn ni the landfill into the
atmosphere."
Younger landfills, ones onrj
about 21) Hi M) years old, don't
give off enough gas to make a
difference, inner said Wood
County's is big enough now.
The process is more ni a gradual system, said ken Reiman,
direelor of Wood County's Solid
Waste District.
From the pipes used to catch

Methane gas leaking off Wood
County's landfill is being collected to use as energy,
Methane is a renewable energ\ source and a product dial's
going III waste at the moment,
Wood County Commissionei
lim Carter said.
"As long as the landfill is there.
it's ,i big tea kettle. It's cooking and the gas is being lei off,"
i artei said.
I he power lines are there, the
gas is already there.

the methane, thegas travels into
,i treatment i ompressor station.
I he gas may have to undergo
some type of treatment, Reiman
said, such as getting moisture
out or compressing it so more gas
ran he used In run machines.

According to Reiman, only
a couple "I small generators
would he added to the current
11. I he real key, he said, is in gel
the project started and see how
it's going to work,
Though Bowling Green ALTERNATIVE ENERGY:

TREVOR LEE

LANDFILL: Page?

victims | Page 5

Socialism and
democracy can
work together
From his experiences in an
tz columnist
•is how
democratic and socialist
structures can function
ineanothei |Page4

Bowling Green
city election Nov. 6
Asso
versify
ts to vote I
•
| Page 4
BG hockey
triumphs over
WMU

replacements
I The race is on for Ohios 5th District spot in the House
Story by Tim Sampson ( City Editor
Campaign season got a bit more interesting following the announcement of a special election to replace late
Congressman Paul Gillmor, who died in September After a month and a half of campaigning for Ohios 5th District
seat in the US House of Representatives, here are the seven candidates competing in tomorrow's primary races.
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jobs in Ohio by
cutting taxes and

Falcon football
conquers Akron
44-20

■

■

Form.
ps up
:>G offense
show

How do you deal
with loud, rowdy
neighbors?

■

.

m
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Steve Buehrer
State Senator from
Delta. Ohio. Has
served in the General
assembly since 1999

■

THE DEMOCRATS

■

iding. Has
been awarded
. . iti h Dog of the
isury Award
tor his
record as a fiscal
conservative in the
general assembly.
■ Opposes abortion.
Has a 100 percent
anti-abortion
voting record
Favors
government
funding for
tinence
r.li cation and
none for Planned
Parenthood.
■ Says U.S. should
"continue
working to pull
out of the war in
Iraq," but believes
military leaders, not
Congress, should
determine strategy

Mark

Bob Latta

Hollenbaugh

State Representative
from Bowling Green.
Has served in the Ohio
General Assembly
since 1997. Was Wood
County Commissioner
during the 1990s.

A social studies
teacher at North
Baltimore High School
who lives in Bowling
Green. Believes that
his experience with
teaching government
classes has shown
him how government
should run.
MAJOR ISSUES:
■ Ending the
influence of
special
interest groups
in Washington.
DC. Has refused
to take any donations from interest
groups during his
grassroots
campaign
■ Repealing the No
Child Left Behind
Act. which he says
hurts education
more than it helps.
■ Dealing with the
Adjustable Rate
Mortgage crisis
that has caused
thousands of
Americans to lose
their homes and
go into debt.

MAJOR ISSUES:
■ favors reckx ed
government
spending and
taxes to create
jobs Supports
the abolishment
of the Estate
Tax. Awarded
Watch Dog of the
Treasury Award
three times, but is
criticized for supporting a temporary state sales tax
increase in 2005.
■ Opposes abortion.
Has a 100 percent
anti-abortion
voting record in the
general assembly.
■ Believes it is up to
military leadership
to make decisions
about the Iraq War
Thinks it's not the
job of Congress to
be the "armchair

Fred Pieper
Works on electrical
lines for an energy coop in Paulding, Ohio.
Holds a degree in
religious studies from
Anderson University
and an MBA from the
University of Toledo
MAJOR ISSUES:
■ Opposes abortion
■ Believes in
allowing the
military to do its
job in Iraq and that
Congress should
not dictate
strategy.
■ Wants to end
American
dependency on
foreign oil by
making it easier
for companies to
tap domestic oil
reserves and build
refineries in the
U.S.
■ Believes in a "more
impenetrable
border and in
punishing
companies that
hire illegal
immigrants.

quarterbai It

k

Mike Smitley
A business consultant
for automotive manufacturers from Van
Wert. Ohio. Considers
himself a libertarian
even though he is
seeking the Republican
nomination.
MAJOR ISSUES:
■ Believes
free-market
business solutions
will help reduce
government
spending and taxes
■ Thinks immigration
is a major concern
for Americans and
would oppose
any bill granting
amnesty to illegal
immigrants.
■ Plans to have a
"Virtual District"
Web site that
wouid let
citizens weigh
in on the issues
being debated in
Congress. Said
this would be a
"vital" tool in his
decision-making
in Congress and
would allow for a
"truly representative
government."

George Mays
A small businessman
from Norwalk, Ohio.
Owns a karaoke/DJ.
company. Holds a
degree in psychology
as well as a Masters of
Divinity
MAJOR ISSUES:
■ Thinks Am,
should have a
cohesive energy
policy that favors
renewable energy
sources.
■ Wants to cut
government
spending and
taxes with a plan
to create national
endowments for
health care,
education and
other social
programs that
would allow them
to pay for
themselves.
■ Believes America
needs to pull out
of Iraq and that
a plan to remove
troops in six to
eight months is
achievable.

Car burglaries decline on campus
AMY KOOGLER

Since the 16 break-ins during the first 3 days of school, police say there has been a decrease

"I usually compete with
them until they forfeit."

| Page 4

TODAY
Showers/Wind

High 56. Low: 33

TOMORROW
Snow/Showers/Wind
High: 40. Low: 29

k

By Matt LIMM
Report,'!

1'hi' first three days of school
brought alarming news of 16 car
break-ins, Inn it has not been a
problem since then.
Police Chief lim Wiegand of
campus police said this year,
as compared to recent years,
has been "pretty good'' when
regarding car break-ins. lie
seemed to discontinue all of the
rumors thai were circulating
on campus alter the first three
days of school.
"We do random patrols
around the parking lots of the
school, especially with lots ti
and 12, where there is a lot of

traffic flow." Wiegand said.
He said there have been one
or tvro random occurrences
since then, hut nothing like the
mass break-in that occurred the
first week of school. There is no
reason for the students to be
alarmed.
Sgt. 11m James of the campus
police said they have caught
the person responsible. I le was
idem i f ied as a nut le from Toledo,
not a student at the University,
and has been spending lime in
jail.
Bui, even with the reassuring comments Wiegand made,
lames warns that this doesn't
mean it won I happen again, and
that some people may attempt

to prove him wrong with the
publication of this article.
With the holidays coming up,
there ate man) different pre
cautions thai students can take
to ensure t he safely of t heir pus
sessions.
Freshman Megan Pucci said
she always locks her car doors
and doesn't keep any valuables
In her car, either. The best action
to take is for students io always
lock their ear doors, even if they
only step away from the car for
a short time. Insuring there
is nothing extreme!) valuable
ill the car is a good idea, loo.
BREAKINS

)2

Robin Weirauch
Former Assir
Director of BGSU's
Center for Re
Development, as well
as the former Program
Coordinator for the
Great Lakes Regional
Office of the Humane
Society. Ran as the
Democratic nominee
for the 5th District seat
in 2004 and 2006.
MAJOR ISSUES:
■ Wants to :
jobs and industry
to northwest Ohio.
Believes her experience as CRD
director wi
accomplish this.
■ Believes troops
need to be taken
out of Iraq in a
"responsible
■
should
i-o. long-term
overhaul of health

•

CITY
BRIFF
Court upholds decision
induct
the Bowling
'ho 6th
i'do

BREAK-IN HISTORY
■

earlier this year.
June 30. 2007
Justin Beck. 19. Trax
21, and Damn Young. 18. were
arrested by city poke ifi
Wallace Avon,
them when they were trying to
break into his vehicle
Jan. 24. 2007 The BG News
reported campus police were
called to Lot 6. where thev found
20 damaged student vehicles
and two vandalisms.
Aug. 20 to 22, 2007 During
the first three day- of school,
there were a total of 16 car breakins, most involving smashing out
the rear window of the vehicle.

Distm:
■

. rijod a topless
i September in
duel and e<po■ 'or rollerblading
■ Elm Bike Trail

two month
Bourne argued I

. ,,ied. the
wild also have
:.i double standard between men and women, she said.
A thiee-iudge panel at the 6th District
Court o( Appeals m Toledo reviewed
Bournes case and ruled that she was not
a victim of selective law enforcement and
onsideiedan
erogenous zone

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Bowling Green City
Council candidates
Terry Dunn

Doug Merrill
Republican

Terry Dunn has been a Bowling
Green City Council-al
■ for more than a year. He
was appointed last October to fill a
vacancy. He is running for the position because he wants to give back
to the community. Dunn has been
■ 'it of Bowling Green since
'994

Doug Merrill is currently on the
Zoning Board of Appeals and is
a former member of the Bowling
Green Parks and Recreation
Board. He is running for the position because he has an emotional
M i the community.
Merrill has lived in Bowling Green
for more than 50 years.

ISSUES:

ISSUES:

■ Rebuild the city pool <it the
community center or renovate
ool in the par!
on which one will get the most
use.
■ Avoid, or limit, the emergency
'yy clause.
■ Pow.
There is a concern the i H
campus power might aft
untion rates.

■ Renovate the pool located
at the city park. The park
) remain at the city
park and not move to the
community center.
■ Preserve the deteriorating
i ity building located at
304 N. Church St.
■
. looking for new
■ :gy sources to power the
city in a cheap, environmentally effective way.

Advertise in CORRECTION
POLICY
THE
BGNEWS!

I to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made.
BG New-, at 419-372-6966.

Research shows parents 'hovering' over students
By Justin Pop*
The Associated Press
College administrators grumble about the rise of "hellcoptei
parents," moms anil dads who
keep hovering over the lives of
their children even alter they
leave for college.
But helicopter parents aren't
just hovering. They're swooping down in attack mode.
Neatly 40 percent of firstyear college students have had
a parent or guardian intervene
on their behalf to solve a problem at college, according to
new research being released
Monday. About 13 percent of
first-year students said such

LANDFILL
From Page 1

already partially runs on wind
energy, the methane gas s\s
tem could become the new
"base load," or one of the primary energy sources.
"The wind doesn't blow all
the time," Ueiinan said. Bui
he added thai this system
should be able to run all the
time, while taking into consideration how much trash is
dumped and the amount of
wells that are used.
In fact, although this is the
first time a methane gas system has been based here, bin
ing landfill power from different communities has been
going on since 1998. In 2005,

Open House
The University of Toledo
Graduate Programs in Education
Thursday, Nov. 8
7-8 p.m. - Gilham Hall Room 2300

Learn about master's and doctoral programs in education.
The S45 graduate application fee is waived for attendees.

ty

interventions uric frequent.
"Forty years ago, going to
college was a breaking away'
experience," said George Kuh,
who directs the National
Survey of Student Engagement,
a massive annual study of college students that contains the
new data.
Thai's not the case anymore.
Kuh said. A big part ol the reason is cell phones have long
since replaced the pay phone
down trie ball In the dorm.
I ducators insist there's
nothing wrong with parents
taking an interest in college
life. At Ohio Stale ibis year, a
record ftr> percent of the 6,100
freshmen brought a parent

7 percent of Howling Green's
energy was supplied by landMil g.is energy.
So far, the project has got
ten as far as drilling wells to
where the methane gas is and
tying those wells together, bill
Outer said the actual thought
process began three years
ago.
"It took a while to tie all the
wells together," he said, bill he
also thinks the process could
be up and running within a
year.
Though no contracts for the
project have been made al ibis
time, studies have been completed, and now the phase el
looking at how it's going to he
structured has started.
Maynardsaid now thai the)
have i he gas study report back
and now know the HI II con-

BREAK-INS
From Page 1
If there is no choice but to
keep them in, make sure they
are out ol sight from anyone
that might be looking in the
windows of a vehicle. Hiding
expensive possessions in a
glove box, under seals or in
UK Hunk is heller ihan set
ling in on the passenger seat.
Ashley
Brandenburg, a
freshman commuter student
from Perrysburg, said she

to orientation. Ten thousand
parents subscribed to an e
mall list lor updates from the
school.
liui the term "helicopter parents" has emerged to describe
those who go overboard, gel
ting too involved In solving
their children's problems, preventing them from learning
self-reliance.
Largely, the trend has been
tracked anecdotal!}
in news
stories aboul parents doing
students' laundry, editing
iheii papers, and even call
ing the school to complain
aboul roommates 01 grades.
Hui there's been little bard
research.

lent of the gas. the) have .1
heller idea ol hovt ninth gen
eration is needed.
Positive feedbai k has been
received from the city of
Bowling Green, Reiman said,
Questions jtisl need lo be
answered, such as who Should
provide the generator, who
will pay and what die -1111c
tine is doing to be.
Another issue thai needs 10
be worked out is tost.
Methane
is
competing againsi coal tile plants.
Because oi the need for elec
tricity all die lime, die coal
generators are so large dial
the) don't cost as much,
Reiman said, but methane
wouldn't cost much more.
1 verybod) that's conned
ed 10 0111 electrical s\stem
would benefit." Mavnard said.

often parks in well-Ill park
ing lots, anothei precaution
students can lake.
line fai I lo always keep ill
mind was reiterated b) 11.
David Weekle) ami published
Inthearticlethai followed the
group oi break ins earliei in
the year. He made die point
that car break ins do occur
in spurts. sa\ing. "You might
see a spike in die niiinbei ol
vehicles broken into ovei a
particular weekend, Inn then
il tan calm right back down
again.

Visit BGNEWS.com for more stories

BLOTTER
FRIDAY
4:24 P.M.
The back window of a car parked
on North Summit Street was broken
out. causing approximately $1,000 of
The window had just been
repaired after it had been broken out
before.

SATURDAY
1:20 A.M.
Gregory Hannah Wichard. 19. of
Bethel. Ohio, was arrested for having
an open container of alcohol and for
underage possession of alcohol.
1:29 AM.
A Seventh Street woman was upstairs
in her apartment when she heard
someone kicking at the front door.
time she got downstairs, she
saw an unknown subject wearing a
ioded sweatshirt and gray
sweat pants running from the apartment toward a black car. Her friend's
i r had been taken from the
tent
2:34 A.M.
r 21. of Rocky River. Ohio.
Mtion for public urination on East Court Street.
1002 AM
■ oone tipped over a
mailbox on South College Drive.
5 04 P.M.
I lirs were taken from
>f ,i house on North
Enterprise Street.

SUNDAY
1244A.M
McGmty. 20. of Un
Heights. Ohio was cited for prohibuj a fake ID at Ziggy
t- un East Wooster Street.
1:31A.M.
McCabe II. 20. of Toledo.
to the Wood
Justice Center for ar
!>bery on North Enti ■;
■ • ■ d on an outC ounty
4ed weapon
2:21 AM
Jaime R<
Ohio. Ched E. Swmt. 25. of Bowling
ind John L. Gutierrez. 25. of
Glen:
ill cited for fighting
' -fe Ziggy Zoomba's.

k
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Pride and tradition in Greek life on campus

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some ewils utai from ewnubgsu edu

9a.m
Laura Gajewski - Mixed
Media Resin Works

The University is home to several fraternities with a rich history

The Little Gallery

By Jason Jones
Reporter

4 8 p.m.
Fall Harvest Dinner

I he University is home to several Greek organizations thai
are full of unique traditions.
Three of those organizations
are the fraternities <>f I'hi Delia
Theta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Sigma I'hi Epsilon.
I'hi Delia Theta originally
came to campus in 1950, bin
experienced some problems
during the 1970s. The fraternity became subject to discipline
alter one particular incident.
"It turns out the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity would
build a float lor the homecoming parade each year." said
Anthony Colarusso, president

Kreischer Sun Dial

First Year Success Series:
"Diversity is Spelled
LGBTIQQA"
516 Union

6 - 7 p rr
ArtTalk: Zack Booth
Simpson, Merging Art
and Science
Union Theater
6b,

How 2: Scrapbooking
309 Union

of Phi Delta rheta.
"After it was finished, they
would have their pledges stand
around the Goal to make sure

Comedic Clips
007 Kohl Hall

that no other fraternities would
mess with it. I'hi Delta Theta
brother Tim Conway saw this
as a challenge and an opportunity, and shot a flaming arrow

.
Ed Gerety Lecture
202 Union

"We're not going to tell you that you need to be
in our fraternity to know anything about it, but
instead we're going to give you an honest look
and let you form your own opinion about us."
Adam Russell | President of Sigma Phi Epsilon
into the float, which then
burned to the ground."
Colarusso could not identify which year in particular it
was that the event took place,
because there were actually
numerous incidents involving the fraternity throughout
the 1970s. Conway failed to be
reached for his comment.
Tradition and pride remain
evident within the walls of I'hi
Delta Theta today. The island
on the campus golf course is
home to a rock, which is known
for displaying the letters of a
fraternity. More often than
not, they are the letters of I'hi
Delta Theta.
We're not saying we put

them there, but they do always
seem to be there," Colarusso
said.
Sigma Alpha Kpsilon has
a claim aside from being the
recipient of the I'hi Delta Theta
flaming arrow. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon was the first-ever fraternity to arrive in Howling
Green in 1948. They closed their
doors in 2000. hut. after a short
absence, came back in 2004 as
a colony, and in 2007 have once
again joined the ranks of the
campus fraternities.
Sigma Alpha Lpsilon is also

the largest fraternity in the
United Slates. Each spring, a
week-long event takes place at
all campuses where the fraternity is located.
We're really hoping to surprise everyone on campus,"
said Ryan McDermoll. president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
McDcrmott's wish has a
distinct possibility of becoming a reality, since a large per
ccntagc ol the students at the
University were in high school
the last lime the event came lo

Bowling Green,
McDermolt would not reveal
the name of the event, but did
mention thai il was crealed al
the University of Idaho during
the 1920s and has spread across
the U.S.
Sigma I'hi Epsilon also has
its own unique tradition. Each
year, anonymous members
of the fraternity are given the

responsibility of producing
school spirit within the Greek

organizations.
"It's kind of like our very own
SicSic." said Adam Russell,
president of Sigma I'hi Epsilon.
The Creek spiril crew rotates
in and out on a yearly basis and
prides itself on anonymity.
While a lot of the Greek organizations on campus pride
themselves on secrecy and
refuse lo open up to anyone
from outside their fraternity,
some manage lo stay away
from such secret keeping. They
allow the public to see their
fraternity, its beliefs and its
traditions.
"We're not going to tell you
that \mi need lo be in our fraternity to know anything about
il, bin instead we're going to
give you an honest look and
lei you form your own opinion
about US," Russell said.

o

CAMPUS TOURNAMENT: A FIGHT FOR A FRISBEE

ji£ptniiiii]
Registration begins for:
October 22
October 24
October 30
November 6
November 14
November 20
November 29

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using MV.BGSU.edll
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar
ENOCHWU

BGSU

•:■•..■.

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
Registration Hotline 419-372 4444

FLYING SAUCER: College alumni fiom the University of Dayton X and the University of Phoenix brawl for the frisbee Various teams
from Michigan and Ohio competed in the Ultimate Frisbee Alumni Tournament yesterday afternoon

Visit

Democrats Support

BGNEWS

• BGSU AND HIGHER EDUCATION •

.com

y-~
t.V-

SIGMABringing
KAPPA
SORORITY
Sisterhood To Life

• ELECT

• RE-ELECT

Robin Weirauch

John Zanfardino

FOR U.S CONGRESS

FOR COUNCIL WARD 2

• KEEP

• RE-ELECT

Terry Dunn

Megan Newlove

FOR COUNCIL AT LARGE

FOR COUNCIL WARD 3

|n honor of the week of giving, the
i
»0.

fo

ladies of sigma kappa would like to
thank the BGSU faculty and staff for all
.

of their dedication and
hard work.

• RE-ELECT

Gordy Heminger
FOR COUNCIL WARD 1

Vote Tuesday Nov. 6th!
www.woodcodemocrats.org

Paid for by Wood County Democratic Party
Andy Newlove Treasurer, POB 707, Bowling Green, OH 43402

f

FORUM
PfcUrLfcUN

"Shame On you! Go Musharraf go! - Protestors demonstrating against Pakistani President
Gen. Pervez Musharraf's decision to declare a state of emergency there [see story, p. 10]
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How do you deal with loud, rowdy neighbors7?

It bTKlZCT

"I am the rowdy

"I don't mind because

"Usually I go over

"I just knock on their

neighbor -1 blast

sometimes I'm the

there and politely ask

door and ask them to

my music louder than

loud neighbor."

them to turn down

turn it down."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own lake on
today's People On The

their music"

everyone else!"

k

Street? Or a suggestion for
LEAH REYNOLDS,
Sophomore.
Communications

MATTHEILMAN.
Sophomore, Sport
Management

CAROLYN
THOMASON,
Freshman. Journalism

NATHAN FLOOM,
Fieshman. Creative
Writing/Literature

a guestion' Give us your
feedback al bgnews.com

Tomorrow, make your voice heard
MIKEZICKAR ■':

1

There are two important elections Tuesday, Nov. 6. First,
then' is the municipal election
in which we elect five Howling
Green city councilors. Also,
there is a special primary election to fill the vacancy in the
5th U.S. Congressional District
caused by the untimely death of
Paul Glilmor,
Although most students focus
on presidential politics, city elections are very important because
city council can play a big role in
setting the tone between "town
and gown." City council can
pass zoning laws that affect student housing, off-street parking
and regulations thai require how
off-campus students maintain
their lawns and houses. I know
how important city council
can be. given that I have been
a University faculty member
who was previously on Howling
Green city council. It is important that the University commurtftj elect city council members
who will actively listen and
seek out student and University
employees opinions,
The special election for the
congressional race is impor-

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Mwendah M'Mailutha looks at
Pakistan following a declaration
of a state of emergency.
A column from Brian Kutzley.
Schedule subject lochange

"Students traditionally vote in extremely low
numbers and therefore are ignored
by most politicians."
lain and complex. On Tuesday,
there will he Republican and
Democratic primaries. You will
have to declare which party ballot you would like and then vote
among candidates solely within
that party. The top vote-getting
Democratic and Republican
candidates will then face off in
another election on Dec. 11, the
Tuesday of finals week. Turnout
will be low on Dec. 11, and so
your vote will have even more
impact than normal.
You can still vote in these
two important elections, even
if you have moved since your
past registration, as long as you
have been legally registered to
vote in the state of Ohio. This
is important because students
often move each year and forget
to change their voter registration
to their new location. Therefore,
students who registered back
home or who are still registered
at last year's apartment can still
vote by requesting a provisional
ballot.
What you need to do to cast
a provisional ballot is go to the
voting location for your current
residence. If you are unsure
where that is, please call the
Wood County Board of Elections
at 419-354-9120. They will be
able to tell you where your new
voting location is. Once at the
polling station, ask for a provisional ballot. You will be allowed
to vote in both the municipal

Zickar is an associate professor
of psychology'. He is adviser lo the
College Democrats and a former
BG dry Councilor.

The future of the
tax-free Internet

WEB SITE POLL
I Q: Are college students
; too old to go trick-or: treating on Halloween?

election and the special primary
election. Make sure to bring
picture identification when you
vote.
I urge you to check out all of
the candidates' qualifications
at the HCi League of Women
Voters Web site: www.wcnet.
org/ - Iwvhg/. The league is a
non-partisan organization that
collects unbiased information
about candidates and is an
excellent resource. 1 do not want
to influence who you vote for; I
just want you to vote.
Students traditionally vote
in extremely low numbers and
therefore are ignored by most
politicians. When I was on council, I rarely was contacted by
students, even though we were
dealing with issues that greatly
affected student life in town.
The drop-off in snident voting is
even greater in non-presidential
years. Although many of us are
excited about the political doglighting among all of the 2008
presidential candidates, do not
forget that diere is an important
election tomorrow. Your vote
might make a difference in the
outcome, and it will certainly
send a message to local officials
to pay attention to you!

THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE EDITORIAL
BOARD I GUEST COLUMNIST

"Extending the
moratorium for

Yes, they have better
things to do: 61%
No, it's just a little
bit of fun: 28%

Don't care: 1

Don't know:

The BG News poll is not
scientific and reflects the
opinions of only those Internet
users who have chosen to
participate The results cannot
be assumed to represent the
opinions of Internet users in
general, nor the public as a
whole.

Congress put a temporary
ban on Internet access taxes
in 1998 to nurture what was
then a fledgling industry. The
idea: An Internet free from a
tax burden would grow more
quickly, encouraging a more
productive U.S. economy.
The ban has been extended
twice and would have expired
Thursday but for an Uth-hour
compromise between the
I louse and Senate that will
extend the moratorium for
seven more years.
Interestingly enough,
there was little enthusiasm
to impose taxes on Internet
service. You enjoy a tax break
here that you don't enjoy
for access to other communication systems, such as
telephone and cable TV. But
this went down to the wire
because the Senate wanted to
make the ban permanent, and
the House wanted to extend it
just an additional four years.
The Senate OK'd the compromise by voice vote last week,
and the House voted 402-0 to
go along Tuesday. President
Bush signed the extension
Wednesday.
It's an interesting experi-

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

seven more years
makes sense."
ment, to see if a tax-free environment encourages customer
use, which in turn encourages
capital investment in highspeed lines. It's an experiment we would like to see
continue... at least for a while.
But should the feds tell state
and local governments that
this one vibrant sector of the
economy will always remain
out of their tax reach? No.
Let's see where things stand in
seven years.
The Senate and House
were smart to resolve this.
There was concern that the
Internet would suddenly be
targeted by states and cities
if the moratorium had been
allowed to expire. The ban
lapsed for nearly a year before
it was extended the last time,
in 2004, and during that time,
no new states imposed access
taxes. (Nine states have access
taxes because they created
them before 1998. They will

MICHAEL WEIGMAN

Socialism and democracy are
friends, not enemies
"If one would look to Europe or my simple
kibbutz, they would realize the possibilities of
socialism and democracy working together."
As my alarm sounded at 4 a.m.,
1 slowly put on my clothes and
walked to the chicken house
that 1 was scheduled to work
at. When I arrived. I hopped in
the shower and found myself
on the other side, clean and
refreshed, wearing the chickenhouse work clothes. I made my
coffee and stepped outside to
see the sun slowly rise over the
Negev Desert. Everyone seems
to dislike getting up early in the
morning, but when you see the
sun rise over the horizon glowing a brilliant red and lighting
up the once-dark land, it gives
you an unrelenting hope for the
day and future, as if there are
no problems in the world.
I walked into the chicken
house, filled with 20,000 chickens, where I had been working
for a month now. It was a sea of
chickens that you could literally
dive into. Today, we were doing
injections. After four hours of
working, hanging the chickens,
gathering diem and injecting
them, it was time for breakfast.
We all came in and washed
our hands. When I sat down and
started making my breakfast,
I looked at the people around
me, and the word "beautiful"
came to mind. We all were wearing the same old and used work
clothes, but you could still tell
the uniqueness of each person.
I had chickens — and feathers
scattered all around my work
clothes. Everyone did. There
were people from the Middle
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East, the United Stales, Europe.
Africa and Asia all sitting together, smelling of chickens— and
we were all equal.
tor more than four months,
I lived and worked on a kibbutz
in Israel. A kibbutz in Israel is
a farming and industrial commune based on socialism and
democracy. On the kibbutz,
everyone is equal. Everyone
puts forth an equal effort,
whether you're working in the
vineyards, chicken house or any
other industry, and in return,
everyone gets their basic needs
taken care of. Children get their
education from preschool all
the way to university paid for.
When there is a wedding in one
of the families, the wedding
and ceremony is paid for. When
there are health needs, the kibbutz pays for it. The socialist
kibbutz life is the power and
potential of what communities
can be.
Socialism tends to be an
idea that scares people away
in the United States. When this
ideology is brought up, most
people probably think of Stalin,
the U.S.S.R and the Cold War.
I lovvever, if one would look to
Europe or my simple kibbutz,
they would realize the possibilities of socialism and democracy
working together.
Currently, our government
is facing problems concerning
health care, social security and
rising tuition cost. These problems and downfalls all come
from the basis of a capitalist
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ideal and profit. According to
an article on the NPR Web site
dated Aug. 29,2007. more than
■17 million Americans have no
health insurance. A U.S. News
and World Report story finds
that the average cost for a public
university is S13,000 a year. Isn't
this the land of opportunity,
where everyone has an equal
chance for better health care,
education and opportunities?
1 know there are people out
there who will argue there is no
way we can pay for a universal
health care plan or provide university education to everyone.
I lovvever, the truth is, we can.
Our government has increasingly, over the years, spent more
and more on military spending.
According to www.globalissues.org. our current military
spending is at $626 billion. As
a nation, where have our cares
gone?
Whether you grow up in
the inner city or the suburbs,
or your parents are doctors or
servers at a restaurant, everyone
should have the same opportunity to attend college and rights
to health care.
I believe in a nation where
everyone is equal. I believe in a
nation that provides for its own
people the rights of health care
and education. I believe the
United States has the potential
to be this nation. If we continue
to care more about capital gain
and big business, then the rich
will continue to get richer and
the poor will continue to get
poorer. The United States needs
to look into socialist ideals,
just how most of Europe does,
to provide equal opportunities to all people in this nation.
The United States should be
an equal community based
on equal sharing and love, not
money and greed.
Send responses to this column
to tlKnenis@bgnews.com.
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Southeast drought brings good
ewiide project to redo
way heart attacks are handled news for Georgia pecan growers
By M.irilynn Marcbione

ORLANDO. Fta.
In an ideal
world, ever} heart attack would
end like Willard "Ztay" Hill's.
Within 'in minutes of arriving
at a small community hospital
jn North Carolina, he was having a blocked artery reopened at
Duke University Medical Center
25 miles away.
"It was like beingacarinapit stop
atNASI VR" he said. "I thought
'I am in really good hands."
rwo years ago, he might not
have been. North (larolina was ii
bad place to have a heart attack,
scoring below national norms of
re Now ii ma) In- one oi
the best.
fhe reason is the nation's most
ambitious statewide project to
redd iim\ serious lir.ui attacks
arc handled. Paramedics, doctors and t>:> hospitals put aside
powerful individual interests like
monej and control, and focused

on giving faster care,
win is this Important? I (rugs,
devices and doctors do no good if
they do not teach people quickly,
before the heart suffers perma
ncnt damage.
Heart attacks happen when
arteries arc blocked, crimping a
critical blood supply. Tire first
choice of treatment is angioplasty, in which a tiny balloon
is pushed into tire vessel and
inflated to flatten the clog.
However, man) small hospi
tals lack Specialized suites called

catheterizatlon labs needed
lot angiopl.isties. Instead, they

sometimes give dot-dissolving drugs, which do not always
work.
In the North Carolina project. 55 small hospitals agreed to
send appropriate patients to io
larger ones for angioplasty even
though it meant giving up thousands of dollars oi revenue.
"If this is your Aunt Hess anil
she comes In to your emergen-

UNKNOWN GIRL WASHES ASHORE

cy department and yon oiler
her a level of care that's not the
best, anil you have to go to that
funeral in that small community, that's what they think alxiut
— not cost," said Mayme Roet t ig.
the nurse who coordinated the
project
Big hospitals also had room to
improve, too, saidDr.Christopher
Granger, the Duke cardiologist
who led the project.
Statewide, "up to -10 percent
who should get clot-busting
drugs or angioplasty were not
getting it. and when it was being
given it was being given too slowly." he said.
He reported one-year results
of the project yesterday at an
American Heart Association
meeting in Florida. They also
were published online by the
lottrnal oi the American Medical
Association.
Sec HEART | Page 6

ALBANY, Ga. (API — The record
drought gripping the Southeast
isn't all bad news: It's meant
nearly perfect weather for growing pecans in Georgia.
The state is on pace to be the
nation's top pecan producer
this year, with shelters predicting more than I2."> million
pounds harvested, said pecan
horticulturist Lenny Wells of the
University of Georgia's agriculture extension.
(ieorgia was the nation's thirdleading pecan producer last year.
The nation's two other top producers — New Mexico and Texas
— are not expected to grow nearly as much. Wells said.
New Mexico's crop is predicted to be about HO million
pounds, and Texas is expected to
harvest T.'i million pounds. Wells
said.
Texas has had heavy rains this
year, which encourage disease in
pecan crops. Wells said.
This year. Georgia had a spring

freeze thai destroyed a few
orchardsclosetoAugusla.butthe
drought — combined with irrigated orchards and sonic August
and September rains - have
been kind to the pecan crop.
The nation produced
nearly 189million pound
of pecans in 2006 in
the Pecan licit — a
I5-State growing legion
located in
4W1

southeastern and southwestern
United States The pecan liarvest is expected to begin In late
November anil will last about six

weeks.
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From Page 4

From Page 5
Researchers compared the care
i it me m I han 2#X) t«« lents before
and after the project and found:
— More patients got tare 81
top-tier heart hospitals, and more
quickly than similar patients
(lid before the project began.
Helicopter transfers rose, and
more paramedics diagnosed
heart attacks from EKCsdonein
ambulances.
I In- number of patients
receiving angioplasty rose, and
the portion <>i eligible patients not
receiving artery-opening procedures dropped,
Every single measure of time
improved. Examples: the aver
age time n took a small hospital
to evaluate and refer patients to
a larger one dropped From two
hours to 71 minutes: average
transfei limes plunged mure than
half an hour.
I he) did a magnificent job."
said Dr. I larian Krumholz, a Vale
Universitj cardtologlsi who is
Lading a national campaign to
speed up heart attack care.
"This is a great example of
where people in a stale got
together and said 'Gee, if I were
a patient, what's the kind of care
that I would want, and how can

we deliver that?"'
rfiestoriesfromNorth Carolina
are dramatic.

Paramedics like 26-year-old
loshua Codlspoti in rural Person
County made judgment calls
previously left to cardiologists.
List spring, he did an EKG in an
ambulance, diagnosed a heart
attack in a healthy-looking man
in his :10s, and called a hotline
to summon a team ol specialists
and ready a S2 million call) lab
(Duke has eight) for angioplasty.

AMYSANCErU

APPMO'O

COMPUTER IMAGES: Di St.'vcn Nnwn poses in his lab al the Cleveland Clinic beside
sueotn A f in jijrs ol. onsnary arteries as seen by iniravawula' ulliasound
"It was like we had rehearsed
it — it just went so smoothly."
Campbell said.
The project was funded by the
hospitals, Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of North Carolina, and the
Doris Duke foundation, which
helped equip ambulances with

Ihe team must be in the lab
within :ill minutes, ami the large
hospitals must agree to lake
heart attack pal icnt-. regard less i il
whether they have an open bed.
said Duke cardiologist Dr. lames

lollis.
Codispoti's patient was quick|j evaluated at 50-bed Person
Memorial Hospital and sent on
to Duke. "I don't feel like we're
giving up anything" by referring
people for advanced care, said
emergency room physician Dr.
kimberly Yarborough.
She hasn't given clot ilissoh ing
drugs to a heart attack patient in
nearly two years, since I lie project
started.
Neighboring states also have
benefited. Howard Campbell, 65,
suffered a bean attack in May at
bis LakeGaston home just across
Ihe Virginia-North Carolina state
line.
"I was on my roc room floor
having a bean attack at 1:30, and
at 2:20 I was on a helicopter to
Duke, "he said.
When his wife arrived at 3:30,
his procedure was already done.

l.kCs. Doctors hope to expand il
to the 35 state hospitals not cur
lenllv participating.
Meanwhile, nearly 1,000 hospitals have joined a nationwide
campaign that began a year ago
li i have hospitals give angioplasty
treatment faster. I ess t ban a third
of patients get il within ihe recommended 90 minutes of arrival,
and Ihe risk of dying goes up 42
percent if care is delayed even half
an hour longer.
"This has been a pretty spectacular effort," Krumholz said.
"If you can get people in really
quickly, you cm almost abort the
heart attack. It's such a different
mindset than a lew years ago
when everybody said "we're busy.
were doing ihe best we can.
Doctors will report first-year
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be allowed to keep those taxes
under the legislation signed by
the president.!
But the Internet is a bigger
target now. And when government tries to take revenue
from communications, there
seems to be no end to its lust.
Telephone taxes and fees make
up about 20 percent of t he
average monthlv residential
bill.
The compromise spells out
what Internet services would
be off-limits for taxes, specifically prohibiting taxes on
e-mail and instant messaging
services "that are provided
Independently or not packaged
with Internet access." That
leaves the door open to taxes
on VOIP (Voice-Over-lntcrnct
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Protocol) service. Thai seems
fair, because il competes with
traditional telephone service,
which is subject to taxes.
(longress isn't looking to block
local governments from tax
sources they already tap. "It's
Important to make sure that
State and local governments
are not deprived of revenues
raised on services that have
nothing to do with accessing
the Internet," said Sen. Thomas
Carper, D-DeL, a sponsor of the
compromise.
Extending the moratorium
for seven more years makes
sense.
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results early next year.

ave you received your

Get Inspired

ROCKY

All's Top 101 isi af Musi Inspiring Movies
in. Saving Private Ryan
9. Miracle on 34th Street
a. Breaking Awa)
7. i he Grapes ofWrath
6. ELTThe Extra [terrestrial
5. Mr. Smith (ioes to Washington
4. Rock)
:t. Shindler s I isi
2. lb Kill a Mockingbird
t. It's a Wonderful I ife

Flu Shots will be offered by
the Student Health Service again this year to
BGSU students, faculty/staff, spouses, alumni and retirees.
In addition to being offered at the Student Health Service
beginning October 15, they will be given at the
following locations throughout campus:

4
I Monday

I November 5

I Wednesday

I November 7

I College Park

Education Building

Wednesday

I November 7

I Rec Center

Mobile Clinic
Mobile Clinic
| Lobby

10:30 am -1 30 pm
11:30 -3.00 pm

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!

14.00-7:00 pm

Please have your University ID ready.
Mid \m Manor
Ml rhnJSi
7112 rhird St
839 l.nirthSt

BGSU

Am
agement

Charleston Apt*.

health service

710 Soon Hamilton

payable by cash, check,
credit card (Visa, Mastercard.
Discover), or BG1 Card.

Htjim-N bailable
fU»

"Ml Scon ll.imill

cl»f to campus

( oil lo make an apfniiiunwni today!
MiJ \m Management
Ml ITiirdMBG

WELLNESS CONNECTION

ink).un

> 11 i/i nimi

NOW LEASING FOR 2008 3S&SSSS2S*
CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

FRAZEE AVE. &
EAST MERRY

COLUMBIA
COURTS

HEINZ (424 Frazee
818 & 808 N. Enterprise)

MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS

2 ft 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES

REMODELED / 2 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

♦ Furnished

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 1 Half&l Full Bath

♦ Newer Kitchen Cabinets

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Furnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Furnished

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer

♦ Newer Appliances

♦ Spacious

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Newer Carpet

♦ Close to Campus

♦ FIREPLACES

♦ Newer Windows

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Furnished Units Available

♦ Fireplaces in Select Units

♦ Close to Campus

♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry On-Site

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ 2 Laundromats

♦ Laundry on Site

♦ Plenty of Parking
♦ Air Conditioned

♦ Microwaves

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms
♦ Air Conditioning
♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
♦ FIREPLACES
♦ Laundry on-site
♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop
♦ Furnished
♦ Close to Campus
♦ Plenty of Parking
O Microwave, Dishwasher
ft Garbage Disposal

♦ Dishwashers

GREENBR IARJNC
... -. »

419-352-071 7

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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The sky

Hockey sweeps weekend matchup
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Falcons beat Eastern
Michigan in
overtime thriller
BG women's soccer player
Corbie Yee scored a goal in
overtime to lift the Falcons
to the win over Eastern
Michigan. With the win. the
team will move on to the
semifinals of the MAC
tournamnet.

Good things really do come to
those who wait.
The Falcon hockey team
proved this by winning both
games of its home-and-home
series against Western Michigan
University in overtime this
weekend. The wins came as their
first against a Central Collegiate
Hockey Association opponent
this season.
BG trailed the Broncos on
two different occasions Friday
night in Kalamazoo, hut came
from behind to win in overtime
3-2. Saturday night it was VVMU
(2-4-0) who trailed for most of
the game, but once again, the
Falcons (3-2-0) emerged from
overtime with a 5-4 victory.
The Falcons never actually
gained a lead in regulation play
on Friday, as Western struck first
on a power play late in the first

period. They held that slim lead
until Tomas I'etruska managed
to score with his only shot of the
game with eight minutes to go in
the second period.
Max Campbell, a freshman
selected in the fifth round this
year by the New York Rangers,
scored what proved to be the
final Bronco goal of the game
eight minutes into the third period. Then it was Nick Fno who,
during his second career start
in goal for the Falcons, stopped
seven third-period shots to hold
off the Bronco offense and give
his team a chance to win.
F.nter David Solway.
The Falcons' freshman forward from Green Bay, Wis.,
helped set up Mike Nesdill's
game-tying goal late in the
third period to force overtime.
Chris Frank committed Western
Michigan's seventh penalty of
the game shortly into overtime
and gave the Falcons yet another

m
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offense

BRIAN BORNHOEFT I IHEBGNtWS
NET MINDER: BG goalie Jimmy Spratt gets in position lo male a save.

opportunity to cash in on the
power play.
Though they had failed the
first six times, Solway made sure
that did not happen again. He

put in a rebound just 15 seconds
after the power play started and
See HOCKEY | Page 8
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FALCONS 44, ZIPS 20

MEN'S SOCCER
Win on Friday
ensures another
home game
With their 3-1 victory over
Northern Illinois Friday, the
men's soccer team earned a
home play-in game for the
MAC tournament.
Page 8

SWIMMING
Falcons drop two
weekend meets
The swimming and diving
team lost both of their
weekend matches, but Alisha
Yee won seven of her eight
races.
Page 8

SCHEDULE
ENOCH WU
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PLAY MAKER: Anthony Turner

TODAY

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

Women's basketball:

IH

SCRAMBLING: BG quaitcback Tyler Sheehan (15) scampers past an Akron defender during Friday's 44-20 win over Akron

(above) was a threat in the passing,
running and receiving games in the win

vs Findlay (exhibition); 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History

could be the
limit for BG's

BG zips past Akron

In the past four games, the BG
football team has found some
things out about itself. More
importantly, after Friday's
game, the Falcons know how
good they can be.
With the installment of
Anthony Turner in the offense,
the sky seems to be the limit.
Turner played a few snaps at
quarterback, wide receiver and
tailback Friday, and did pretty
well at all three. He threw for a
scoreonaplay when he was sure
to run. The long pass across the
middle to Chris Wright is something the Falcons have had in
their back pocket all along.
"It is a play that we have
had for some time,'' said BG
coach Gregg Brandon. "And we
just knew that it would work
tonight."
Then once he instilled the
fear of the forward pass into
the Zips, Turner ran for a touchdown the next time he took the
snap in the red zone.
It was only a matter of time
until Turner found his niche
in the BG offense. The guy is a
phenomenal athlete. And when
you see him run now, he's looking to run people over, probably because he doesn't have to
worry about throwing the ball.
Turner can just lower his shoulder and bring the pain.
"AT has really done a great job
at accepting his role and that
role is expanding," Brandon
said. "The way we used him
tonight is the way we need to
use him."
That was pretty evident when
he peeled back and threw a
great block on a Tyler Sheehan
run. Turner was almost playing
recklessly, and you could tell he
See COLUMN! Page 9

1995— George Foreman
beats Michael Moorer to win
WBA/IBF boxing title.
1971-NBA's LA. Lakers
start 33-game winning streak.
1968—Denny McLain
becomes the first pitcher to

Anthony Turner steps up big,
paces the offense

beats Montreal Football Club
10-5 to win the Dominion
championship.

The List
As is the custom every
Monday, here are your top
five NFL fantasy studs for
week nine.

1. Adrian Peterson
(Vikings): Rushed for an
NFL single-game record 296
yards and three touchdowns.
He's probably not human.

2. Drew Brees

First Quarter
12:02- Chris Wright 33 yard pass from
Anthony Turner 7-0 BG.

By Bill Bordcwick
Reporter

win the M.V.P. award.
1887-Ottawa College

SCORING
SUMMARY

Talk about stepping up at the
right moment.
Anthony Turner did that and
then some in the Falcons 44-20
rout of the Akron Zips Friday
night.
"AT has really done a great job
at accepting his role and that
role is expanding," said BG
coach Gregg Brandon. "The way
we used him tonight is the way
we need to use him."
BG went into the game without two of its biggest playmakers on offense in wide receiver
Corey Partridge and running
back Willie Geter. So the offense
was not expected to be as crisp
— Turner would have nothing to
do with that notion.
Turner stepped in for Geter
and rushed the ball 12 times
for 104 yards and one touch-

down. Turner even caught three
passes on the night for 16 yards
and threw a 33-yard touchdown
pass.
"It felt good lo be involved with
things, but the offensive line and
Tyler Sheehan made everything
the way it was," Turner said.
"They made their reads and took
what the defense gave us. The
offensive line made great blocks
all night, they sprang a couple
but 1 didn't get to score."
This performance out of
Turner was coming from someone who basically saw the brunt
of his action this season as a
change of pace to quarterback
Tyler Sheehan.
For the most part this season, Turner came and basically executed the "Tim Tebow
Formation," where he would
line up at quarterback and gain

411- Igor Iveljic 20 yard field goal
7-3 BG

See OFFENSE | Page 9

By Chris Voloschuk
Assistant Sports Editor

II- Anthony Turner 7-yard run 14-3 BG
Second Quarter:
1031 Igor IveljK 32-yard field goal 14-6 BG
843 Marques Parks 25-yard pass from Tyler
Sheehan 21-6 BG
4.12- Sinisa Vrvilo 31-yard freld goal 24-6 BG
Third

QU.H

Mr:

1510-PJMahone 51-yard INT return
$1-6 BG
7:59- Jermiah Kelley IS-yard pass fiom Tyler
Sheehan
58-6 BG
S3: Sinisa Vrvilo 28-yard field goal

41-6 BG.
Fourth Quarter:
14 SI Jaban Arthur 42-yard pass from Carlton
Jackson

4115 BG
IU7- Sirwa V'vdo 25-yard field goal

44-15 BG

(Saints): Threw for a

Mahone, defense put
together solid outing

2.48- Alex Allen 5-yard run

For three straight games, the
BG defense was gouged by
tough iii-conference running
attacks from Miami, Kent State
and Ohio.
Their record in that stretch?
1-2.
On Saturday, the defense
needed lo contain Akron's running game as well as limit big
plays. They were able lo do both
en route to a 44-20 win over the
Zips in front of 12,766 at Doyt L.
Perry Stadium.
Unlike the previous three
games, where BG's opponents
used only a single feature running back to take the majority of the carries. Akron used
four different rushers — Bryan
Williams, Alex Allen, Dennis
Kennedy and quarterback
Carlton lackson.

The defense was able to stop
Williams. Allen and Kennedy
who had a combined 18 carries
for 100 yards and a touchdown,
lackson, however, was able to
do some damage with his legs
and had 133 yards on 24 carries.
BG head coach Gregg
Brandon admitted that lackson
was a concern going into the
game.
"IJacksonl was the only guy
that really hurt us." Brandon
said.
The Falcons also held Akron's
passinggame in check throughout the game. lackson completed 14 passes for 192 yards and
one score.
But the biggest reason for
BG's success on the defensive
end was their ability to force
See DEFENSE

44-20 BG

mere 445 yards and three
scores. What a day for Drew.

3. Bobby Engram

Netters top Kent State, lose to Ohio in hard-fought weekend homestand

(Seahawks): Caught a
By Stan Shapiro

whopping 14 passes for 139

Reporter

yards and a TD at Cleveland.

4. Shaun Suisham
(Redskins): Nailed five
field goals. We just had to list
a kicker this week.

5. Detroit Lions'
defense: Who would ve
thought? They only gave up
seven points to a more-thancapable Broncos offense.

BRIAN BORNHOCFT I THE BG NEWS
CELEBRATE: Members of the BG volleyball team celebrate after their win over Kent State on
Saturday A loss to Ohio the next day brought BG's home record to 12-1 on the season

i

Coming into the weekend, the BG
volleyball team was a perfect 120 at home, but facing off against
both Kent and Ohio proved to
be their toughest home stand of
the weekend as they would win a
tough one in five, then fall for the
first time at home this season.
Following a Parents' Night presentation, four games of back and
forth action took place. Saturday's
match vs. Kent State came down
to one pivotal game. BG answered
the challenge, winning the match

in five (30-23, 30-25, 31-33, 26-30,
15-13) gaining important ground
in the MAC East.
Game one began with both
teams showing lots of energy, as
the teams battled to close one
eariy at 10-12, in favor of the
Golden Flashes. Kent took the
next point, but on the next play,
senior Stephanie Swiger was able
to banle off three consecutive Kent
blocks and record a momentumchanging kill.
Following Swiger's kill, both
teamsbattledbackto 18-19,infavor
of Kent, when freshman Sam Fish
and Senior Elizabeth Simon both

recorded spectacular digs leading
lo another Swiger kill. Following
the play, the Falcons took the next
two points, prompting a Golden
Flash timeout with the score 21-19
BG.
Following the timeout, BG
would take five of the next eight
points, highlighted by junior
Chelsey Meek, who recorded her
538th dig of the season, breaking
her own school record, set last season. BG never allowed Kent back
in the game as they took the game
SeeVBALL|Page8
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HOCKEY
From Page 7
scni his learn hack 10 BGSU
with a solid comeback victory.
"I think that's one ofthe Issues
playing ai home," Solway said
of Western's collapse. "I think
thai being a road team, being
down a goal or being lied coming down the stretch, is right
where you want to be in a place
like this, and tonight it worked
out well for us."
Unfortunately for BG, this
played in the Broncos' favor
the next night when they faced
a 4-0 deficit going into the
third. Once again the teams
would end up in overtime after
Western rallied In the final 2(1
minutes to make it 4-4.
The Falcons' lead, built in the
first two periods on goals by
lames Perkin, Kevin Schmidt.
John Mazzel and lake Cepis,
quickly melted away. The
Broncos opened the third with
two quick power play goals In
as many minutes to make it
4-2.
Despite taking only seven
shots in the entire period, the
Broncos managed to put four of
them past goalie liminy Spralt.
Western's third goal came at
7:35 on a high slap shot from
about 2."> feet out that went in
off the bottom of the crossbar.
Intense back-and-forth action
ensued throughout the middle
ofthe third period, but neither
team was able to score.
With It) seconds remaining,
however, there was a scramble
around the falcon goal and

the puck fell into the net from
several feet above the crossbar.
Officials reviewed the play for
several minutes, but ruled that
the puck had apparently rolled
in off of a ltd player's back.
"That's a si range hockey game
for a goalie to have to play, said
coach Scott Paluch. "Jimmy
gave us two more chances |in
overtime] after they lied it up.
There was a bouncy puck and
there was one where they came
out of the corner, lie makes
those saws, and that gives usa
chance to win.''
HI • found yet another hero in
Overtime this weekend when
Kevin Schmidt made an offensive rush almost four minutes
into the extra frame.
"It was kind of a letdown there
going into overtime," Schmidt
said. "I was just trying to get
active in the play, and Todd
Mcllrath saw me jumping up
and gave me a really beautiful pass, and I was able to just
walk in and get a pretty good
shot off."
The goal was Schmidt's third
point mi the night and sixth of
the season, putting him atop
the team's production leaders.
Coach Paluch expects more of
the same offensive production
from his sophomore defense
man in the future.
"It was a big focus in the offseason and Schmidty's a guy
that has a lot of skills and good
feet." Paluch said. "So far this
year, he's really involved offensively, he's been strong on the
power play, and then also joining the rush to win a hockey
game. It's a pretty good feeling."
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Clutch overtime goal lifts Falcons
By Jordan Cravens

so late in the game.
"You keep fighting to the
very end because you never
know what might happen,"
Richards said.
BG was kept off its game
throughout the entire first half
and the majority ofthe second
half as Eastern played aggressively, interrupting passing
lanes, clearing the ball well
and pressuring BG.
"I regard Eastern Michigan
as one of the best coached
teams in the MAC... you know
they are going to do a good
job, and you know it's always
going to be a battle against
them," Richards said.
Eastern's goal came late
in the first half on a corner
shot beaded into the goal by
Carissa Wilson on an assist
from Maggie Christensen.
Down the stretch of the
match, it seemed as though
the Eagles' lone goal would
be enough for a victory, but
you can never count BG out.
especially coming off a final
minute win over Toledo last
week.
"We just needed to lift our
heads up and find our hearts
again," Arsenault said of her
team's rally.
With the win. BG's next
opponent will be Ball State,
the regular season MAC:
champions, on their home
field in Mtuicie. Intl., on Friday
for the semifinal round ofthe
tournament.

Reporter

The U(i women's soccer team
will live to play another game
' flHI
as they defeated Eastern
Michigan in overtime of the
quarterfinal match in the
"^r "^L^
Mid-American Conference
tournament yesterday.
Leading the Falcons to their
semifinal birth was Corbie
Ycc, with an overtime goal
less than two minutes into
the period on a quick punt by
goal-keeper Alexa Arsenault.
Following the golden-goal.
Vce was surrounded by her
tea m males, who rushed the
field in celebration of the victory.
"It was a moment that I
don't think I'll even forget,"
said Arsenault, describing her
emotions as Yee's kick rolled
past the outstretched arms of
Eastern's goal-keeper Maggie
-**♦ *
Manviile and into the back of
the net.
#
»,
Arsenault, making her first
post-season start as a redTBEVOBIEE "
li.v.
sliin freshman finished the THRILL OF VICTORY: Corbie Yee's overtime goal won the game lor the Falcons
day with one save, but more
importantly was credited
with the assist on Vee's game- a goal headed in by Samantha in order to knock in the tying
winner, a rarity for goal-keep- Bland with 4:24 left in the half goal late in the second half.
ers in college soccer.
on an assist from Mcagan
BG Coach Andy Richards
"Alexa did a great job of rec- Moran, also giving the team a credited his team with battling through the nerves of
ognizing that she could serve
lift in spirit and intensity.
the ball early," said liCi Coach
Making up for a flat first ball tournament play and being
Andy Richards.
of play, where the Falcons just able to serve the ball into the
The game couldn't have
could not connect for a goal, right area on island's goal,
made it to overtime without
the team kept its composure despite being down by a score

IfV*^ £

IK

1
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Men's soccer beats Northern Illinois, secures home play-in game for MAC tournament
By Pete Schramm
Reporter

TMVORtEt

KICK: Dusko Topohc (3) boots the ball

The I5G men's soccer team beat
Northern Illinois :t-l on Friday.
boosting its overall record to 6-9,'i, and Mid-American Conference
record to 2-2-1. With the win. the
team secured another home
match against Ml) (5-8-4. 1-3-1)
for its MAC Tournament play-in
game.
The game was the final regular
season match of the year for the
Falcons, and it was also senior day.
BG seniors Abiola Sandy, Ryan
Perea and Alec- I'erea played their
final regular season home game
at Mickev Cochrane Field, and

capped off their senior day with
a big win.
Head Coach Fred Thompson
said he was pleased with the way
his team plaved against a tough
Ml) team.
'[Northern Illinois was a very
difficult team to play," Thompson
said.
"We jumped up early, and then
you are always going to be hanging
on against these guys, "Thompson
said. "I think that overall, except
for thai mistake we gave up for t he
goal we played pretty well."
The Falcons wasted no time,
sc-oringat only 1:33 into the match,
when freshman Thomas Mclean
scored off of a ('anieron I lepple

comer kick.
"It was just a good ball in by
Cameron on the corner kick,"
Mclean said. "I just happened to
kick it in, and it went oIT one of
t heir players on the back post."
Less than four minutes later,
the Falcons struck again when BG
goalkeeper Brent IVtkus punted
a long pass to midfielder Chuko
Evwaraye, who sent a shot into the
Ixick ofthe net for a goal
"It was a great punt and it just
got a perfect bounce off the last
defender's head," Evwaraye said.
"I just waited for the ball to come
down, and I just hit it."
later in the half, BG struck yet
again when sophomore Hunter

Dnt B left out
Sign up M the BGSU
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AlertBG-O
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SU Public Safety for:

IN PROGRESS
•0 WEATHER EHERGENCY
•^CLOSURES
Register @ MyBGSU (under AlerlBG Services)
> Emergency-ONLY info to cell
phones* and/or email
> Registered students will be entered
to win a $50 bookstore gift certificate

BGSU
Message

tiMplIt Contacts

Van 1 louten chased down a ball
played into the box, beat the goal
keeper and scored on a wide-open
net. Van I louten's goal gave the
Falcons a 3-0 lead til the half with
the three goals coming on just four
shots.
In the second half, the I luskics
regrouped and came out strong
with a physical style of play, which
WOie clown the Falcons. The
Huskies dominated possession
throughout the half, managing 13
shots to BG's four, but a combination of Petkus (six-second half
saves) ami the Falcon defense held
NIU to just one goal to secure the
victory.

straight, the team's longest win
streak of the season. I he Falcons
will now look to rick' the wave
of momentum into the MAC
tournament against NIU.
First, though, the team will
have the entire week off before the
play in game on Tuesday. Nov. 13.
Thompson says his team is looking forward to the week off murder
ti i get ready for the big game.
I he Important thing is that we
will be hem at home." Thompson
said. "We have a long spell here,
SO we will have a little bit over
a week off. We're going to make
See SOCCER | Page 9

The victory came as BG's third

Yee shines for swimmers in
two weekend losses
By Andrew Harner
Keporle*
Winning seven of her eight races,
Alisha Yee was a bright spot for the
ISC, swimming and diving team
(0-2, 0-2 MAC), despite their two
Ic>sses civer the weekend.
Against Eastern Michigan 13-1,
1-1) on Friday, Yee and the Falcons
only won six of Hi events, but lost
by just 20 points due to strong secondary finishes.
"Eastern is the defending |MidAmerican Conference] champs
and to go in there and hold our
own is great," Yee said.
In the First race, the 400-yard
medley relay, BG narrowly missed
winning, finishing just 0.13 seconds behind EMU's squad: The
Falcons then got first-place finishes from Chelsea lupus in the 100yard butterfly (58.46) and the 400-

Wisdom Teeth
F.
2C

rard freestyle relay team (3:38.70).
To go along with those strong
finishes, tlic Falcons combined for
seven of nine lop-three finishes in
Yee's three wins.
Yee finished first i.r>tt.l7l in the
100-yard backstmkc just over two
seconds ahead ofSarni Jordan, in
the 200-yard backstroke (2:04.05),
Yee beat Brit O'Connor by almost
eight seconds.
In the 200-yard individual medley, Yee paced two of her teammates at the front of the pack. She
finished in 2:07.52, Chelsea Lopus
finished second in 2:1 LOfiand Kim
Albintcxik third in2:14.54.
"We had a lot of people step up,"
Buff said. "We're enjoying ourselves and swimming fast because
of it."

The Falcons also scored well in
See SWIM | Page 9
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on a kill by junior Meghan Mohr.
30-23.
"It feds great to beat my previously made record, and I know
I have to beat it again next year."
Meek said.
After an 8-8 tie early in game
two, the I'alcons went on a
four-point run, highlighted by
a solo block from junior Kendra
I [aim. BG continued to carry the
momentum, taking a 16-9 lead
as Mohr made a point saving dig
going into the crowd leading to a
Suigerkill.
For the rest of the game, lit.
and Kent would match each other
point for point, and eventually l« I
took the game on another Swiger
kill.
After takingthe first two games.
IKi could not put away Kent in
gamcsthrec or four, both of which
were highly contested games,
including game three, which was
tied at 27 late, only to sir Kent
lake the game 33-31.
"I could tell that things were

SWIM
From Page 8
the diving competition, taking
five of the top six places in the
two events,
In the 3-meter dive, EMU's
Becky Renkola easily won with
275.85 points, but BG's Ashley
Belrose (215.711 and lill Alter
(211.431 took second and third
The combination of Brittanv
Collins (221.171. Belrose (219.831
and Auer (216.60) swept the Imeter dive.

starting to pick up for Kent, but
what really picked up for them
was their defense," said coach
IX'iiise Van De VValle.
The fourth game. Kent continued where they left off in game
three as the Golden flashes held
the lead for the entire game and
were able take the win. despite IK I
recording 22 kills, the most they
recorded in the match.
Like the four previous games,
lit! and Kent began to play closely
as U(i took a three-point lead at 1210, thanks in a large part to Swiger.
who had three key kills, finding
holes in the Kent defense.
Kent then pushed the score
to 10-12 on a block error by the
falcons. A Corey I )omek kill and
an attack error by Halm left the
score 13-12 BG. BGwent to match
point on an error by Kent, only to
see the flashes score again. IKi
then look the game on a kill In
Mohr.
"The end of game five was
ama/ingly exciting, and I was
reallv proud how every person on
theteam stepped up. it wasall-out
effort, which we needed to beat a
team like Kent Stall'." Sw iger said.

Iollowing the win over Kent,
IK! fared off against No. 16 Ohio
University, a match that despite
UK loss (25-30, 28-30.30-32) was
one of the most exciting of the
season.
After an i-arh 10-1(1 lie in the
game, ()hio was able to jump out
to an 18-12 lead on the strength
ill several falcon attacks landing out of bounds. The Bobcats
continued to play well, pushing
the More to 26-19 before Van IX'
VValle called a t imeout.
Despite three more liolxat
points, BG wouldn't go awa) eas
ily. pushing for six straight points
before an oil timeout at 25-29.
The Ohio timeout paid off as they
took the game on the next point.
Oil was able to set the pace
early in game two as they pushed
toa 17-13 lead, lit ; answered back
as senior < oirie Mills recorded a
momentum-killing point.

Saturday. BG traveled to Ball
State (2-1, 1-1) to face a team thai
Hull said always swims well in
their home pool, and HSU pi 11\ eil
her right by winning 193-107.
The Falcons started oil strong,
winning the Brst event, the 200yard medley relax (1:4830), by
nearly two seconds.
Aftcnhat.it was all Yee for the
swimmers, she again took the
100-yard (58.98) and 200 yard
(2:0639) backstrokes and also
the 100-yard individual medlej
(4:33.45).'
"Everyone went In with such a

good attitude and everyone ".is
lead), to get upaiid race." Yee said.

Whh the score at 28-22 in Ohio's
favor, IK i began li > play like il had
all season at home. IK I outscorcd
Oil l-l over the next five points,
than I i.ilm recorded two kills
and Meek took advantage of an
aggressive Oil front line, drop-

"I think we were ready to show the
M Yl learns what we're about."
The divers again helped BG's
effort, with Belrose leading the
way winning the l-meta dive
with a score "i'2.(9.32 and finishing third In the 3-meter dive with
240.76.
"I have had drastic improvements in fust the second nurl
ol the year." Belrose said "I've
had lots of motivation from the
coach.

"it's exciting ito win] and ii lets
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ping a ball deep to pull the score
to 28-29, IK', couldn't hold off the
Bobcatsas I lalm's next attack was
stuffed al the net.
I .ike game one and two. game
three started with Ohio taking
iin early k'ad, 17-13. The several
points brought both IKI and Ihe
home crowd back into the game
as they pulled within two al 1820.

The Falcons continued to
hang with the Bobcats as they
forced ties at the 22- and 24-point
marks. Down late at 25-27. BG
pulled within one with a kill by
Mohr, only to see Oil regain ils
two-point lead on the nexl play.

Despite the on point, IK; would
tie the game al 28 leading to an
Oil timeout.
After the timeout, a BG serving
error gave Oil Ihe lead again, only
10 see Swiger lie il up with a kill.
I Mlk) took the poinl right back on
the nexl play as Domek lied it ill
30. Oil took the game and the
match over the next two points.
"We just didn't have a consistent
offense, we had an offense and
we ran it, it just wasn't consistent."
Van IX- VValle said.

you know thai your hard work is
paying off."
IX'spite having two losses. Buff
was -still pleased with her team's
overall performance as ihe swim
mers reached the goal of winning
10 races i iv IT the weekend.
"One goiil WHS to get ten Irace]
wins and we won five against
luisternand five against Ball Sate,"
Buff said.
The Falcons do gel a chance
to improve on their record this
weekend as Ohio University and
Miami (Ohio) visit Cooper Cool
on I ridav and Saturday.

DEFENSE

SOCCER

From Page 7

From Page 8

four turnovers. Defensive back

sure people are tested and the
guys that got Ix-at up today
will get a chance to get healthy

PJ, Mahone had two Interceptions in the third quarter, fellow secondary hack Kenn)
I ewis recovered a fumble and
the entire unit was credited
with a fumble recovery in Ihe
end /one Mahone's first pick
went lor a 51-yard touchdown,
According to Mahone. the
defense was very well prepared

again."
McLean siicl the team is feeling good about its play right now.

and can't wail to get beckon the
field.
We are confident after three
wins in a row.' he said. "If we
plav anyone here al the moment,

for Akron's passing game.

ii seems like we will win."

"We came in with a good
package.' Mahone said. "Our

needs to maintain its current

coaches did a lot of film work
and put us in good positions."
On the pick-six, Mahone said
he knew the moment when he
had enough daylight to reach
the end /one.
"Somebody hit my legs, I felt
that and then after that I kind
of knew I was going in." he
said.
As a unit, the defense was
very productive. Along with
the turnovers, they posted
eight
quarterback hurries.

I.vwaraye said the team just
level of play in order to lie sucENOCH WU

PRESSURE:

, ral Briggs (99) and BG's defense (hase down an Akion rusher

111 nl lacker Erique Doz ier had a
sack, two tackles for a loss and
led the team in tackles with 11.
Mahone finished with 1".
With the falcons' next game
coming I ridav night al Eastern
Michigan, Brandon and the
defense will try to siring two

solid efforts in a row for the
first time in a while. Brandon
admitted that the season was

ii bit of a roller coaster as bras
consistency.
"I don't know." Brandon said
with a laugh. "We'll see who
shows up Monday.'

i essful in the MAC tournament
"We feel pretty good" he said.
"I think if we come out playing
like we have played the last couple of games, we can definitely
make it through to the finals.

COLUMN
From Page 7
was having a blast.
"I tried it twice," Turner said
with a smile. "The first time, it
didn't work too well, hut the second time I got him."
The Falcons were without
their top two running backs
Friday. Eric Ransom is out for
the season with a knee injury

and Willie Geter is week-to-week
with an ankle injury. So Turner's
ability to run is very important
for BG. He gained 104 yards on
just 12 carries Friday, part of ihe
falcons 210 total rushing yards.
Sheehan wasn't too shabby

either. Ilegetslosl in the shuffle
when the running game turns
on, bin the sophomore was 2lifor-36 and didn't throw many
bad balls.
"Il fell good to be involved with

things, but the offensive line and
Kler Sheehan made everything
the way ii was," lurnersaid.
The Falcons' offense punted
jusi once and missed a field goal.
I 'hose two drives were the only
ones that didn't produce points,
The unit was otherwise
unstoppable. Standout comerhack iteggie Corner had trouble
all day long Irving to keep up
with Freddie Barnes and Chris
Wright, who had eight and five
catches, respectively.

OFFENSE
From Page 7
the tough yards needed for the
offense on quarterback draws.
Eventually Florida realized
that they had to throw out of
that formation to keep the
defenses honest — BG realized
ibis iis well and turned lurnei
loose, and he connected on a
perfect 33-yard pass to Chris
Wright to give the Falcons an

early advantage.
The ability to throw finally
came through for the former
quarterback and nobody was

more excited than Turner.
"I don't think I begged ICoach
Brandon! enough." Turner said.
"We finally threw one [here

because they know whenever we
run thai package we are going to
run. We threw ii in and got them
to come up and threw the ball
deep and threw a touchdown."
The Turner touchdown pass
gave the Falcons an early 7-0
lead — a lead that they nevet
relinquished.
It was a good jolt of energy for
ii team that may have needed a
boost coming off last week's loss
to Ohio.
"Anytime ihe offense scores i in
the first drive, that's always an
attention getter for the defense
to let them know we are here m
play ball," Turner said
Ihe offense seemed i risper
than last week — il was almost
as if the team needed Turner to
step up just to ease some ol the
tension.
lurnei responded by scoring
throws for the first score of the
game and then running it in for
the second score of the game.
With a lead, it allowed the
other players to step up on
offense, Wide receivers Chris
Wright and lermiah Kelley filled
the void left by Partridge,
Both players were able to

ENOCH WU

SCORE!: Deceiver Maiques Pails (5)
hauled in a 23-yard TD pass Friday.

catch touchdown passes for the
team, and il made il easier for
IKi to not miss a beat without
one of its best receivers,
"for us to win thai game without |WK| Core) Partridge and

inn Willie Geter, we had to have
kids slep up for US," Brandon
said. I thought tonight that was
huge mi how we had players
willing in do thai.'
Quarterback I'yler Sheehan
did no) seem to he bothered by
the lingering shoulder injury in
completing 26 of 36 passes for

268 yards and two touchdowns
I asi week il seemed as il
Sheehan was missing the open
gms and throwing ii into coverage. I Ins week lie made sure he
found the open receiver.
The offensive production did
not go unnoticed on the opposing sidelines.
"BG has a greai offense," said
Akron quarterback Carlton
lackson
i he) came oui and
executed. I don'l doubt our
defense, bin il happens. Ii was
jusi one of those nights. I hev
played well and hustled hard."
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purchased at the Wendy's®
in the BTSU until 3/28/08 will be
donated to the Dance Marathon!
Wendy's, in the BTSU, Open 7 days a week

Sun-Sat 9am-2am

meccabg.com
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The (King Tut) mummy returns

UNCOVERED: Egypt's antiquities ch#f Dr. Zdhi Ha
upervises tlw removal of the mummy of King Tut from his stone sarcophagus in his underground tomb in the famed Valley of the Kings m Lu»or. Egypt, yesterday The mummy of the 19-year old pharaoh. whose
life and death has captivated people for nearly a century, was placed m a climate-controlled glass bo« in the tomb, with only the face and feet
showing under the linen cowering.

Islamic militant threat may delay
Pakistani parliamentary elections
By Robin McDowell

"Life stays the same,

The Associated Press
ISLAMABAD.
Pakistan
Police aiul soldiers emboldened by state of emergency
powers swept up hundreds ol
activists and opposition members dragged away protesters
shouting "Shame on you!", and
turned government buildings
into barbed-wire compounds
yesterday.
Gen. Pervez Musharraf's governmeni said parliamentary
elections could be delayed up
to a year as it tries to stamp
out a growing Islamic militant
threat
effectively linking
two of the greatest concerns of
Pakistan's biggest international
donors: the United States and
Britain.
Increasingly concernedaboul
the unfolding crisis, Secretary
of State Condoleezza Rice said
Washington was reviewing
billions of dollars in aid lo ils
close terrorism-fighting ally.
Britain is also examining its
assistance.

"Some of the aid thai goes

even when politicians
throw Pakistan into
the sky..."
..aborer | Pato Pakistan is directly related
to the counterterrorism mis
sion." like told reporters travel
ing with her. "We just have to
review the situation."
Hut, she said, she did not
expect the U.S. "to ignore or
set aside our concerns aboul
terrorism."
Scores of paramilitary troops
blocked access to the Supreme
Court and parliament. Streets
in the capital appeared largely calm, with only a handful
of demonstrations. But one,
attended by -Ml people at the
Marriott Hotel, was broken up
by baton-wielding police.
"Shameonyoiillto Musharraf
go!" the protesters shouted as
officers dragged some out of
the crowd and forced them lo

the ground, liight were taken
away in a van.
Others
were
apathetic.
Standing at on a dusty street
corner in Islamabad. Togul
Khan. 38, said be didn't
care about the emergency
declaration.
"FOr us. life slays the same,
even when politicians throw
Pakistan Into the sky. spin it
around and watch as it crashes
back down to earth," the day
laborer said as he waited for
work.
In an address lo the nation
late Saturday, Musharraf said
the growth of a militant Islamic
movement and a court s\ sti-ni
t hut hindered his powers forced
him to declare a stale ol emergency, despite the urging of
Western allies against authoritarian measures.
less than 24 hours after the
order was issued, militants in
the Afghan border freed 211
captured Pakistani soldiers
in exchange for the army's
decision to free28 insurgents,
including

some

allegedly

connected to suicide attacks,
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Passing fancies
Wound sign
Essential acid
Downfall
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barred from entry. It is virtuaD)
impossible lo assess what kind

ISTANBUL Turkey — Turkey's
massive military buildup along
the bonier with Iraq is evident in
the dailv I<M>I patrols, convoys of
military vehicles and activity at
air bases. But those images, a possible precursor to a cross-border
offensive against Kurdish rebels,
only- tell pan of the story.
In past months, the military
has declared large regions of nigged, sparsely populated territory
in eastern Turkey to IK- "security
zones," meaning that civilians are

of military activity is going on In
those areas, where rebels of the
Kurdistan Workers Party; or I'KK,
might be active.
The Scarcity ol detail about
any lighting in areas that have
been sealed off by Turkish forces
means the competing claims
of the soldiers and the guerrillas, who invariably dispute each
Others reports of battlefield success, arc one of the few sources of

Information.
On Friday, the military said
Turkish troops killed a Kurdish
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HOUSES!

Line the Walks at

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

'08 - '09 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

• Pet friendly!
• Heat Included!
• Patio & Private Entry!

Call 419-352-9392

From Only $490!

or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

v*«isitr UVA«I
•MLHUHIMTS
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D-
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These houses won't
last long

t

Call TODAY!

419-353-7715 t=*

FROBOSE RENTALS

rebel in the province of Bingol
after he refused calls to surrender
and opened fire on the troops.
Separately. Itogan news agency
said polks in Siirt city detained
four suspected rebels and sci/rd
guns and hand grenades.
On the diplomatic front.
Secretary of Slate Condoleezza
Rice met Turkish officials in
Ankara in an effort lo |iersuade
them not to launch an attack on
rebel bases in Iraq, and SSSUied
them of U.S. support in the fight
against what she called a common enemy. Washington fears a
Turkish incursion would destalii
lizeapan of Iraq, the Kurdish-controlled north, that has escaped
the kind of intense violence seen
elsewhere in the country.
There have been fewer reports
of fighting in recent days in
southeast Turkey, where I'KK
guerrillas have traditionally carried out their operations. One
possible explanation is that the
intensity of military operations
since an Oct. 21 rebel ambush
that killed 12 soklicrs has forced
the rebels to retreat deeper into
the mountains.
Aliza Marcus, author of a book
tilled "Blood and Belief: the
I'KK and the Kurdish light for

Independence,* said it appealed
that the guerrillas had adopted
"a defensive posture" since the
ambush near the Iraq border, in

f

THE
TANNING
CENTER
Sw*ng BG Smem i960

32 Rooms fluailable!!

MTV SPRING BREAK
Panama City Beach
800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com

..
THE HEAT
904 E Wooster r419-352-3588 L.

i

•

.

5 beds, 1 booth
closest lo campus

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
,
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826 L appi available

FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH
'VALID FOR FIRST

CALENDAR

1000 RESERVATIONS.

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
r 17 beds, 2 booths
419-354-1559 L no appt. needed
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Waasicr Bowling Groan

officials said.
Though they gave no explanation for the decision, it appeared
to fly in the face of Musharraf's
claims that emergency rule was
needed to make sure terrorists
do/ens of whom he says have
been freed by Pakistani courts
—stay off the streets.
Critics say Musharraf, a 1999
coup leader who bad promised
to give up bis army DOS! and
become a civilian president
this year, imposed emergency
rule in a last-ditch attempt to
cling to power.

which they also abducted right
soldiers.
lite rebels, who demand more
riglils lot I uikey's Kurdish minority, traditionally end their annual
fighlingscasotiatthisiimcofycai.
before winter snows make it difficult to move around in the nigged
terrain. Their strength has diinin
islied since the peak of their powers in the mid-1990s, when they
set up highway checkpoints and
effectively controlled many areas
by night when military patrols
withdrew to their barracks.
lames Brandon, a Londonbased analyst who visited the
PKK's main base in northern Iraq
last year, said the (Xl. 21 attack
was a boost for rebels who have
taken heavy blows from the
Turkish military over the years.
"These latest military encounters give the I'KK the opportunity
to say that they can confront the
Turkish military for the first time
in years on a relatively level playing field," Brandon said.
In a rare insight into military
tactics. Dogan agency reported
Friday that soldiers were deployed
on debar mountain, waiting to
ambush any rebels who might try
to escape there from lighting on
another mountain.
Turkey said it has killed dozens
of rebels in the recent fighting, but
there has been no independent
confirmation.

Ivpod
1'/2 Blocks From Campus
Studios
1 Bedrooms:
Studios: Irom $309
I Bedrooms: Irom $435

The BG News
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Travel
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips. Earn
Cash and Go Free. Call tor group
discounts Best Prices Guaranteed!
Into/Reservations 1 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

Bellydance-Kundalmi Yoga at Radiance Mind body studio Come get
your bliss fix with our fabulous
classes Located at 437 S Main St
Rm 3 Call 419-217-6690 or email
laurakshakti.^gmail com tor class
schedule

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Child care needed in our Perrysburg
home M. W. F. 8:15 - 5 15 Reliable
transp & child care exp necessary
m chlldcare@hotmail.com
Direct Care Openings! Do you have
what it takes to assist persons with
MR/DD with daily living skills in a
group home setting? Part time &
Sub positions available S8.50
-S13 18/hr based on exp Positions
require High School Diploma or GED
and valid drivers license & acceptable driving record. Obtain application at Wood County Board ol
MR/DD 11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green. Ent. B. Mon-Fri.
8am-4 30pm or download Irom
www.woodlaneresidential.org.
E.O.E.
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarClub.com
Goodwill is now hiring a Store Manager and Head Cashier lor our Bowling Green Store location These are
both full time positions offering competitive wages and benetit packages
Those interested in applying lor
Head Cashier may apply in person at
1058 Main St It applying for Store
Manager, send resume and salary
requirements to P.O Box 336
Toledo, OH 43697 Attn: Retail Director EOE

Exp childcare provider needed lor
occasional care for 2 boys, in Perrysbutg Must have reliable trans S references Call Lou at 419-290-7088
Needed conscientious & dependable
people for carpel cleaning crew
Call 419-352-2012
Now hiring dancers No experience
necessary Must be 18 years old
419-332-2279 after 8 pm

For Rent
" Avail now Rooms S225 mo 4
bdrm tree internet cartyrenlals com
Call 419-353-0325
08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals com
$5 WEB/call 419-353-0325
1 bdrm house in Haskms. 7 miles
from BGSU $425 mo plus util S
dep 419-308-1249
2 & 3 bdrm apt on Manville
next to water tower

419-352-5239
2. 3. 5 & 6 bdrm houses avail summer 08 223 N Prospect. 227 N.
Prospect, 118 E Oak Parking includ
lor all See www bgtoledorent com
or call 419-308-2676
Available 2nd semester Large. 1
bedroom. N Enterprise. S375 month.
313-575-6481
Available Second Semester
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
Call 419-354-9740
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester & yr long leases
Fully lurnished. includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www 0uckeyeinnandstudlOS.com
FOR RENT lor the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses. 2 efficiencies
i Ig 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225
Great 2-5 bdrm houses Lots ol
space W/D, D/W, air. garages, block
from campus Pets possible. 08-09.
May to Aug. lease 419-353-7374.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 10-2 M - F
www bgapartments.com

Want to Advertise in

THE BGNEWS?
Call 419.372.2605
and talk to a representative

C/A, Pali Wetcanw
On Situ laundry
Private Entrancii'PaUo
Short Term Leaiei Avail
418-352-7W1
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Increased patrol activity may be precursor to cross-border offensive against Kurdish rebels
The Associated ftess

Look alter
Paid parker
French water
Unmask
Former Scottish county
Forgo
Entreaty
Volcanic fallout
Certain mutual fund
Memphis record label
Tenn. neighbor
Garlic section
In this place
Maneuverable. at sea
Metric unit
Large boats
Tailless cat
Low-budget prefix
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ilitary buildup in Turkey seen along Iraq border
By Christopher Torchia
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Roosevelt's successor
Poet Khayyam
Pocket bread
As originally positioned
Radiator additive
Ruffle
Mystique
Actress Cameron
Dirty looks
Turf piece
Phillies All-Star infielder
Caper
Swelter
Censor's insert
Hebrew letter
Green stone
Garden bloom
Nary a one
Ocean predator
Neighbor of Tibet
Skater's leap
Molten flow
Calf meat
Writer Bellow
French seasons
Domain
Nero's egg
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today for more details.

